STOP PROPOSING NEW IR TECHNIQUES
AND LET'S FIND OUT WHAT THE PROBLEM OF
EXISTING TECHNIQUES IS!!!

(25: VSM RULEZ!)

- NASIR ALI
Should we standardize a frame of reference for judging tools and tool papers?

i.e. list of "viewpoints" that should be included (not views or +)

* user viewpoint
* efficiency viewpoint
* historical viewpoint
* availability viewpoint
* usage/application viewpoint (audience)
Suggestions from community:

→ What types of stemming evaluation would benefit your text-based research?
→ Other problems, measures, etc.?

→ What other aspects of searching source code should be taken into account?
  query length? IR model?
  other aspects of the query?
  other aspects of the problem?

Underlying premise of work:

Porter stemmer is not necessarily the best stemmer for all ST problems